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US Actual Energy Use from 2011 to 2021
• I plan to show how very little change in estimated energy use 

among the energy sources bodes poorly for a switch to 
alternate sources (data based estimates by Lawerence 
Livermore Labs) 


• Predictions into the next decade by LLL & EIA show expected 
realistic projections for actual energy use that indicate that a 
transition to “Net Zero” anytime soon is mostly a “fairy tale”


• I would like to see a discussion by experts on both sides of 
this issue so that the above realities are factored into the 
debate rather than being continually ignored


• Actually I would like the real climate deniers (human caused 
CO2 warming advocates) to show me using real data (not 
models) why there is any need for any dramatic energy switch 
in the first place (run Patrick Moore’s video)



Energy Production from 2000 
Snapshot of of two decades ago



Sankey Energy Flowcharts
• This is a great graphical view of energy types and 

volumes using actual data to build annual flows 
that clearly show changes in those parameters


• An interval of a decade shows clear trends and 
patterns that can better guide our choices of prime 
energy movers


• There are dramatic energy losses that are clearly 
visible in these charts


• Sankey Waterflow Charts can also be found







Graphic Take-aways
• Comparing 2011 and 2021 show some very interesting changes


• The dramatic drop in coal use -                                                     
2011 = 19.7 quads         2021= 10.5 quads


• Fossil Fuel fraction (total about 80%) of the mix dropped a couple 
of quads and Wind and Solar increased 3.5 quads (total 5%) over 
the past 10 years


• By 2016 not much had changed since 2011 (see next slide)


• Total rejected energy in    2011 was 55.6 quads and                      
2021 was 65.4 quads.  


• Is there some less visible efficiency in coal versus natural gas use or 
WUWT?


• Electrical power generation, industrial and transportation processes 
show very large fractions of rejected power 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6dlvECRfcI



16 Years of Energy Trends



New Mexico Energy Charts

• NM total energy use is less than a quad and increased by 
23 trillion BTUs in the last decade.


• Coal use dropped by 119 trillion BTUs in the last decade


• Oddly NM shows no nuclear consumption for the whole 
decade while both PNM and EPE (with lots of So.NM 
customers) had significant imports of power from Palo 
Verde during the decade (each had a 15% share of Palo 
Verde total power output at the beginning of the decade)



–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 





Capacity Factor
The ratio of the electrical energy produced by a generating unit for 
the period of time considered to be the electrical energy that could 
have been produced at continuous full power operation during the 
same period.  Actual production data is used to produce the chart.





Some General Comments
• Economic and Human activity drives energy use and the 

reason that 2021 energy use was the same as both 2016 and 
2011 was probably due to the year 2021 being in the middle 
of the pandemic while inflation was rising to new heights


• From 2011 to 2021 coal use dropped by about half (9 quads) 
and natural gas use increase 6.4 quads to help make up for it


• Wind and solar production in 2013 totaled 1.92 quads and in 
2021 totaled 4.83 quads


• With two decades of climate hysteria and portents of doom, 
the actual data shows very little warming and no trends in 
extreme weather and barely measurable shifts in energy 
sources (except for coal)



Additional Reading and Thoughts 
on Waste Energy

• Mark Mills Booklet on Energy Reality was sent out early 
for homework


• https://flowcharts.llnl.gov/commodities/energy (source)


• With modest investments in improving efficiency and 
reduction of waste energy, we could supply a 2022 energy 
mix (without alternates) even with population growth and 
an improving standard of living (that would assume 
greater energy demand)


• Looking at these charts does focus the issues but this 
exercise seems to also to bring up a lot of questions

https://flowcharts.llnl.gov/commodities/energy


Efficiency Vs. Alternates
• Increasing efficiency during the past 2 decades by keeping waste 

low or improving wasted quad loss is probably a better use of our 
time and money than the frenzied focus of effort on the alternates 
that we’ve seen 

• The gain in energy production that the alternates showed in the 8 
years between 2013 and 2021 was only 2.91 quads

• The total alternate energy production of wind and solar in
   2021 as noted in previous charts was 4.83 quads

• It is remarkable how large the rejected energy (waste) is - 65.4 
quads (about 2/3rds of total energy consumed)

• Much of this inefficiency is based on the laws of physics but there 
are likely some existing techniques (more insulation) or 
breakthroughs that might gain some few quads of usable energy

• Oddly 2011 had about 10 quads less rejected energy - Why?



China Vs. USA
Roughly 1 Quad = 1000 Peta Joules 

130,000 PJ ~ about 130 Quads





Technical Issues with the Alternates
• Some of the biggest problems with the alternates are their  

unreliability 24/7 which requires grid level battery back up


• Work on these issues has been extensive and has intensified 
in the past decade with a large amount of money being 
spent with only modest improvements (while reaching upper 
physical limits).  Recall Capacity factors for limits.


• Trying to reach unrealistic cost and performance goals 
defies cost/benefit limits that must soon be faced when 
planning for our energy future (e-vehicle battery replacement 
costs because of short life issues is worrisome)


• All energy solutions must also address environmental 
problems



Fossil Fuels and Climate Change
• The problem with fossil fuels is they are supposed to cause 

climate change or more seriously global warming


• A doubling of CO2 in the atmosphere is likely to have some 
warming effect but so far with an increase of more than 100 
ppm of atmospheric CO2 in the past 100 years, it is hard to 
see more than a fraction of a degree of long term temperature 
rise (which is effectively in the noise)


• So far the only support of this theory are a number of models.  
Actual data has already begun to falsify their projections


• Cyclical temperatures do seem to change over short periods 
by on average 150 C daily, 200 C seasonally, 20 C from UHI 
effect (and so on) but real data shows long term global  
average baseline temperature change is only about 1 degree 
in a century.  GHG saturation indicates doubling < 0.40 C 



Ignored Environmental Issues
• Both Wind and Solar energy production for Net-Zero levels of 

energy require huge amounts of land areas that will completely 
eliminate regional ecosystems of plants and animals all over the 
planet


• The mining of many of the minerals used in these power systems 
and the batteries to support their grids will push  global mines that 
are already needed for our existing modern life style, well beyond 
their limits


• Mark Mills has documented that many places where mines are 
found on the planet are already facing shut down due to 
environmental issues 


• Recycling materials from the used up parts of these systems will 
require even more disruptive land fill


• Safety especially from fires in power plant battery packs and e-
vehicles is already becoming an issue



Some interesting Cost Issues
• In my attempt to determine actual costs for the various energy 

sources, I ran into some serious problems of finding true costs.  
Issues of subsidies - see next slide


• It was often assumed that CO2 was a serious threat due to 
global warming and that cost differences for fossil fuels versus 
alternate energy could be ignored because of that


• Capacity factor issues seemed to also be ignored


• I ran into distorted Levelized Costs of Energy (LCoE) issues 
that attempted to factor extreme warming issues into the costs


• There were cost and effectiveness uncertainties that were often 
ignored (two slides after this)







Energy Use Vs. GDP/purchasing power parity PPP 



And the Big One

• Net-Zero grid issues will probably require a 
complete re-do of our existing grid


• This has a potential for being at a very large cost 
and may not be even possible (enter AI!)


• Are we ready to toss the old out for the new 
when the new has not even been subjected to 
any sort of scaled up test?



But Why Worry?
• Why are we tossing out any possibilities?  Why aren’t we verifying 

that some of our assumptions are wrong/or right?  Why aren’t we 
looking for a variety of solutions?


• My family PCP recently suggested that we should probably begin a 
“Manhattan Like Process” to help us make some tough decisions 
and perhaps uncover some new technology or energy systems


• Perhaps with some of the alternates we could have a region or a 
state begin to implement some of the latest “green” plans to see 
how grounded in real technology they might be


• It would require some funds but probably a lot less than are being 
predicted to implement an alternate energy switch



Quick CA and TX comparison  
Energy Use 2010 & 2019 and Cost 

(This data might begin to display a sort of test)

• CA increased their production of Solar energy (from 40 to 
408 trillion BTUs) while TX increased Wind energy 
production (from 260 to 745 trillion BTUs)


• CA consumption in 2010 was 7300 trillion BTUs and 
increased very modestly in 2019 to 7352 trillion BTUs


• TX consumption went from 12000 trillion BTUs to 14165 
trillion BTUs in that period


• Look at the rates for those two states in the charts 
following the 2 Sankey chart slides - next 4 slides











Energy Information Agency (EIA)

• The US Government EIA (DoE) projected numbers for US energy 
consumption for 2031 is 110.5 quads and they predict that 
renewable energy production by then will be about 15 quads 


• This is 2.8 quads above 2021 levels or about 14% of the total 
energy used by the year 2031


• Clearly the renewables cannot reach even 25% of the total in that 
time on the growth curve we now have.  And 50% of alternate 
energy use by 2050 (growth of 36%) is no where near Net-Zero


• Magical breakthroughs will definitely be needed along with a 
more aggressive growth curve that so far money has not been 
able to buy (and probably never will buy)



Toward a more realistic energy future

• If solar and wind reach only a 25% energy use level in the 
next few decades, the rest of the electrical base load prime 
movers will easily be able to sustain the present grid system.  
There have been a number of studies on this.  Predicted 
energy costs for this are very low (especially if subsidies for 
the alternates are removed or at least drastically reduced).


• If we start to see improvements in the issues surrounding all 
the energy prime movers - technical, environmental and 
financial problems should start to be solved by 2050


• Perhaps by 2050 there will be super batteries and maybe 
more nukes and coal prime movers will be safer or be run 
from afar by robots so that no humans will be put at risk



–Steve McGee

And maybe we can take some good 
advice into the foreseeable future and 

“Let’s all just Chill”
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The Ag water consumption caught my eye
• The water part of the previous chart shows mostly human 

impacted daily reservoirs, inflows, outflows and consumption


• The direct human consumption of the diagram totals 20 trillion 
gallons of water a year (which seems quite a lot!)


• Agriculture consumes another 96 trillion gallons/yr


• For the past over 100 years, natural precipitation across the 
US averaged 30 inches of rain/snow etc falling on each square 
foot of the US each year = 18.69 gallon/sq ft


• Since the US covers 103,671,742,065,571 sq feet, net natural 
fresh water input would be about 1,940 trillion gallons every 
year


• That’s more that 17 times what humans in the US consume 
(116 trillion gallons/yr)



Annual Average US Rainfall



Since the US experiences high water stress mostly in the SW and northern 
plains.  A method to redistribute excess water west and north of the Rockies 

and NE of the Rockies would dramatically decrease the water stress in the US.



Past Ideas of water transfer
• Pipelines of over 1000 miles in length have been proposed to take 

Mississippi river water especially during flood stages beyond the 
Rockies to be injected into Colorado river, Rio Grande river and 
Pecos river basins


• Another idea was to use the Rocky Mountain Trench that traverses 
Canada from the Yukon river south into Idaho and Montana and form 
a huge reservoir to supply water to the Colorado river basin


• These were huge schemes with many dams and pumps to assure 
that water stressed areas of the SW US would always have plenty of 
water


• There are probably simpler ways to allow excess water in the 
RMTrench, the Missouri river and the Colorado river to overflow water 
into the SW US excess to limit water stress conditions except in very 
extreme drought conditions (with fewer dams and no reservoirs)



North American Water Origins

• The corners where Montana, Idaho and Wyoming meet 
form the origins of most of the beginnings of our largest 
river basins


• This also is where the southern end of the Rocky 
Mountain Trench out flows


• The Colombia, Missouri (Mississippi) and the Green River 
(Colorado) basins form here


• Just south of here in Colorado are the beginnings of the 
Colorado, Rio Grande, Pecos and Arkansas rivers





Water Fights
• Past battles with Canada over who owns the boundary 

water would go away


• Only water presently flowing into the US would be affected 
with some modification of excess flow from the Rocky 
Mountain Trench into the Colombia and Mississippi basins 
being naturally controlled during flood conditions


• The average flow of the river in the Trench is about 98.2 
billion gallons/day.  Maximum deficits in Arizona = 3.7 billion 
gallons/day and in NM = 2.1 billion gallons/day


• Clearly the less than 11 million Canadians in western 
Canada will have plenty of water even in drought conditions 
(there never was much question about this)







This is just a preliminary look
• The devil is in the detail and the main detail that needs to 

be completely explored is how to siphon off some minimal 
excess water without affecting the large US basins 
(primarily the Colombia, Mississippi and Arkansas basins)


• Can this be done without reservoirs and only a very limited 
number of dams and canals?


• The old methods required a disruption of ecosystems in 
Canada and the north of the US (many dams and huge 
reservoirs) and a serious amount of uphill pumping


• This new concept relies primarily on flood stage overflows 
into the Colorado (Green), Rio Grande and Pecos rivers


• Even for these modest requirements, is this possible?
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